
BOOMS

Expand your possibilities 
with Herder booms



Perform to the full with Herder booms
Herder supplies machines that perform at the highest level and under the most 
extreme conditions. This is only possible if all the parts and components can stand 
up to every test. Herder builds and develops machines that meet the most stringent 
requirements. This applies to a hydraulic pump as much as it does to the bolt that 
fastens the joystick in the cabin. But it also applies to the work tools, and of course, 
the booms.
The Herder engineers do not like leaving things to chance and neither do the 
builders. The benefit for you as user is that you can rely under all circumstances on 
the quality that is so typical of Herder. Whether you choose an extension boom or a 
boom set for a medium-sized excavator. What’s more, Herder can also build a boom 
to meet your needs and requirements. We have developed boom sets for standard 
and special excavators. This brochure shows some examples of how you can 
achieve more. Please contact one of our dealers if you have any questions. You can 
also send an email to info@herder.nl.

Extension booms

Herder supplies a standard extension piece to increase the 
reach of your excavator. The standard version is suitable 
for (medium-sized) excavators up to 12 tonnes. Herder 
supplies a reinforced model for excavators larger than 12 
tonnes. The extension piece is delivered as standard with 
a bucket carrier with two positions: discharge on the 
excavator’s side, or discharge on the other side. With the 
optional tumbler, you increase the range and there is no 
need for adjustment. The extension piece on the excavator 
side comes with the connection that fits your excavator. 
Herder has also developed a tilting head so that the mow - 
ing bucket lies parallel to the boom for transport. This gives 
you maximum view with the transport position.



Boom sets for medium-sized excavators

Boom sets for special excavators

Herder has the perfect solution for increasing the reach 
of medium-sized excavators (approx. 5 to 9 tonnes). 
You can decide to replace the original excavator boom 
completely by a Herder boom set. This choice provides a 
number of advantages. The Herder boom set has three 
benefits compared with an original excavator boom with 
an extension boom. Its light weight allows more hoisting 
weight and it can thus take a larger mowing bucket or 

offer larger radius with the same excavator. Better 
kinematics for mowing bucket work. And maximum 
flexibility because the excavator side of Herder boom 
sets are made with the same sizes and connections as 
the original excavator boom. That means you can quickly 
switch between the original excavator boom and the 
Herder mowing bucket boom set, making your medium-
sized excavator flexible in its availability for different jobs.

Herder can also provide appropriate boom sets (mowing 
bucket booms) for special excavators like Mecalac and 
Gallmac machines. The first part of the original boom is 
not replaced for these excavators.  
That part is expanded with 2 ‘mowing bucket booms’. 
This creates a special transport position so that the view 
of the driver during transport is not hindered.
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You will achieve more with Herder
www.herder.nl

Custom-built boom sets

Herder supplies specially designed boom sets for 
mowing bucket work which can be used with special 
excavators. Operators can work well and quickly with 

these boom sets because the kinematics have been 
developed specially for mowing bucket work, boosted 
even more by the light weight.
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